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COMMUNICATION

Local pseudo-unimolecular partial melting in polymeric cellular DNA is very much different from
bimolecular comprehensive melting of short oligonucleotides in solutions. Several softwares estimate the melting temperature pretty accurately for the latter case and are used routinely for primer
designing in PCR. However, the local partial melting in polymeric DNA involves the formation of
a short-lived interior bubble constrained by double helical DNA at both the ends and thus (i) the
melting-annealing transition becomes concentration independent and (ii) the fraying effect due to
dangling ends are ruled out. Based on these features, the current study appropriately modiﬁes
the thermodynamic equations for calculation of local melting within polymeric DNA and incorporates them in a web-server (http://www.saha.ac.in/biop/www/db/local/nsdnamelt.html). Applications
of the method in validating annotated promoter sequences and origin of replication have also been
surveyed.
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We report the availability of a web-server, polDNAmelt
sequences. Although one can determine Tm considering
(http://www.saha.ac.in/biop/www/db/local/nsdnamelt.html)
only Watson-Crick base pairing energy (i.e., GC conto analyze local melting within polymeric DNA. Theoretitent) in a sequence, inclusion of heterogeneous stacking
cal localization of melting nucleation sites distributed over
considerably improves agreements between theory and
chromosomal double stranded DNA (ds-DNA) is crucial
experiment for long polymeric DNA.2 Experimental charto study since only the converted single stranded DNA is
acterizations of duplex stability by (calorimetric and/or
active for most of the biochemical processes (e.g., replispectroscopic) DNA-melting studies have worked out
cation, transcription, recombination, etc.). Local melting
several libraries of stacking-based melting thermodynamic
within polymeric DNA with both the ends being held in
parameters.2–11 Quite a few softwares and servers12–16 are
double helical conformation is signiﬁcantly different from
available for prediction of melting temperature (Tm  of
melting of short oligonucleotides in solution. In either
short oligonucleotides using these libraries but their use to
case, the main forces stabilizing a ds-DNA are base pairdetermine sequence dependent local melting can be erroing and stacking interactions.1 While there are two types
neous. The present study attempts to modify appropriate
of Watson-Crick base pairs (bp) present in ds-DNA with
thermodynamic equations for calculation of local melting
different hydrogen bonding strength, there are ten unique
within long polymeric DNA and incorporates them in
stacking arrangements between any two consecutive base
polDNAmelt.
pairs leading to ten different stacking energy increments.
In a ds-DNA (devoid of mismatches), stacking occurs
Thus, different base pairing and stacking interaction enerbetween every two consecutive base pairs (Nearest Neighgies across diverge sequences (of say, identical length)
bors: NN) once the Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding
require different amount of kinetic energies to transfer to
donor–acceptor pairs are stereo-speciﬁcally positioned.
unstructured melted out conformations. These evolutionIn the available libraries of stacking-based NN-step paramarily conserved melting nucleation sites inhomogeneously
eters (H 0 , S 0 , G0 , the contribution of hydrogen bonddistributed throughout the genome, map to local minima
ing is implicitly included. PolDNAmelt utilizes the library
of stability with respect to their immediate neighboring
derived by Santalucia3 and adds these individual step
parameters (NN propagation energies) for each consecutive
∗
NN-step along a polymeric DNA. This library is ‘a single
Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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set of uniﬁed parameters’ applicable for both oligomeric
structure prediction in DNA (UNAFold20 , OMP21 etc.) also
and polymeric melting and had fairly good agreements with
neglect kinetically trapped (local minima) structures and
several previous experimental sets.2 4 5 8 10–12
assume that structures are populated according to an equiIn this study, internal sequences, focused by a virtual
librium Boltzmann distribution.19 This essentially leads to
window in turn, are essentially non-fragmented patches
a two-state approximation of the melting-annealing transiof a contiguous stretch of ds-DNA (Fig. 1(A)). Precisely,
tion. In case of oligomers, there would always be compeall window sequences (including those at 5 and 3 ends)
tition among strands to anneal to the same complementary
are internal (irrespective of its size) within a polymer
sequence (Fig. 1(B)) giving rise to a concentration depeni.e., the (whole) input sequence is treated as either cirdent two-state Tm .22
cular or ﬂanked by ds-DNA at either end. Having open
H 0
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(Fig. 1(B)) whereas local melting within a nucleic acid
where CT is the total strand concentration, H 0 and S 0
polymer yields a ‘short-lived interior bubble’ since the
are the transition enthalpy and transition entropy respecmelting domain is constrained at both ends.17 18 It follows
tively and x = 4 for non-self complementary and x = 1 for
that, when two linear complementary single strands anneal
self complementary associations.
to form an oligomeric duplex, they need to overcome an
However, in case of partial melting within a polyinitiation penalty barrier due to unstacked dangling ends
mer, an internal sequence can either remain in its locally
whereas in case of annealing of the locally melted intemelted (LM) or duplex (D) conformation at equilibrior bubble within a polymer, there is no such entropic
rium (Fig. 1(A)). The concentration dependence is therebarrier to overcome. Thus, initiation penalties were disrefore extraneous. Consequently, following principles of
garded all throughout, in polDNAmelt. Again, the net free
two-state pseudo-unimolecular equilibrium, Tm should be
energy change (G037  of annealing for melted out selfconcentration independent.
complementary sequences into ds-duplex is corrected with
D
a sequence independent entropic (C2) symmetry-penalty
LM ⇔ D Keq =
0
−1 3
LM
term (G37 (sym) = + 043 kcal · mol .
Tertiary interactions are a weaker second order effect in
At T = Tm , i.e., at half denaturation,
case of polymeric DNA and to an excellent approximation
LM = D
they could be neglected.19 That is to say, a partially melted
polymeric DNA should prefer a pseudo-unimolecular dstherefore, Keq = 1
duplex which is thermodynamically more stable than
any alternative unimolecular secondary structures with
=⇒ H 0 − T S 0 = −R · T · ln1 = 0
unstacked and unpaired bases at or near each internal loop.
H 0
Moreover, since the melting domain is clamped from either
Thus Tm =
(2)
S 0
ends, any possible alternative secondary structure (e.g.,
Annealing accompanies compaction resulting in subhairpins, cruciforms etc.) will only be kinetically trapped
stantial decrease in the molecular volume of a ds-DNA.
at or near a local minima which will eventually dissolve
Thus ds-DNA has a greater negative-charge density
while annealing upon thermodynamic equilibration. In this
view, dynamic programming algorithms for secondary
than ss-DNA, and hence, upon denaturation, releases
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Fig. 1. Pictorial representation of the model: ‘local pseudo-unimolecular melting in natural nucleic acid polymers.’ (A) Concentration independent
two-state local melting within polymeric DNA. (B) Concentration dependent template-primer melting-annealing transition during PCR and other similar
molecular biology experiments.
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thermodynamically bound counterions. The equilibrium
thermodynamic parameters (H 0 , S 0 , G0  derived by
Santalucia,3 however, apply only to nucleic acids dissolved
in 1 (M) NaCl at pH 7.0.4 Therefore, in attempt to imitate
an apparent in-vivo environment, where the monovalent
counterion (Mon+  concentration is much less (∼ 0.05 →
0165 (M)) and also divalent Mg+2 is present at different concentrations among cells (∼ 0005 → 003 (M)),
these parameters were salt corrected according to the latest
literature.23–25
To test whether the method could actually discriminate between oligomeric and local polymeric DNA melting, a 20 bp small genomic sequence from the E.coli
sakai strain was chosen which resides at the centre of the
experimentally validated 232 bp long origin of replication
O15726 and Tm was calculated twice,
(i) when the sequence was implanted at the center of the
232 bp long origin, undergoing local melting and
(ii) when taken in isolation (oligomer).
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Fig. 2. Tm plot for PLPR0006. The annotated promoter (bp position
− 200 to 0, central bp position: − 100) was detected at a single local
minima (central bp position: − 100) at the larger 100 bp scan window
(plotted in blue) and the same region was detected to span across 3 local
minima at the smaller 20 bp scan window (plotted in black).

such a length is preferred as the binding motif of melting
Different DNA concentrations starting from cellular levels
associated DNA binding proteins.27 Notably, the ‘two-state
to regular experimental values were fed.
approximation’ should work better for smaller sequences.
Genomic DNA is highly concentrated in-vivo (of the
Both, origins of replication, and promoter elements were
3
12
order of 1 (M)) which is about 10 to 10 fold higher
tested for the presence of local minima of stability. Proin comparison to what is normally used in in-vitro expermoter (and their ﬂanking sequences) were collected from
imental assays with oligomeric DNA (e.g., PCR). Also,
a plant promoter database.28 For example, the candidate
oligomeric melting should have fraying effect (due to danpromoter, tagged ‘PLPR0006    AC: AF190297    OS’ of
gling ends) unlike local polymeric melting. Thus, initiation
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lated by Eq. (3)) was only slightly higher than that of the
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which
were
mapped
by
local
alignment of the
concentration dependent melting of the oligomer (Eq. (2))
query
sequence
against
the
non-redundant
whole Arabidopat highly concentrated near cellular level (CT ∼ 1–4 (M))
29
sis
genome
using
NCBI-BLAST.
Calculations
were perwhere the concentration term (lnCT /4) contributed only
formed
for
both
the
default
20
bp
and
also
the
larger
marginally to the denominator compared to the entropic
0
100 bp window lengths. As expected, the promoter element
term, S (in cal/mol/K). On the other hand, at gradually
(represented by the central bp position: − 100) mapped to a
decreased concentrations (10−3 to 10−12 (M)), the concensingle local minima for the larger (100 bp) window length
tration term being more and more pronounced resulted in
and the same region (bp position: − 200 to 0) was found to
markedly decreased Tm values (Table I).
traverse across two local minima (centered at bp position
The method could also be used to predict melting origins
− 100 and at − 160) at the smaller (20 bp) window length
in annotated sequences. Both plasmids and genomic DNA
(Fig. 2). Thus, by gradually shortening the scan window,
were tested. The window size was taken to be 20 bp since
Table I. Table of comparison between the concentration dependent melting of a 20 bp long test oligomer (sense strand sequence: 5 AGGATCATTAACTGTGAATT-3 ) and its concentration independent melting (ﬁrst row in the table, in bold) when considered to be an internal sequence,
embedded at the centre of the following 232 bp long, experimentally characterized origin of replication O157 from the Ecoli sakai strain.
Type of
melting event
Local polymeric
Oligomeric
Oligomeric
Oligomeric
Oligomeric
Oligomeric
Oligomeric
Oligomeric
Oligomeric
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CT (M)

Ln (CT /4)

H 0 × 1000
(cal/mol)

Not applicable
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
10−3
10−6
10−9
10−12

Not applicable
−139
−0693
−029
0
−8295
−1521
−2211
−2902

− 150.9
−1463
−1463
−1463
−1463
−1463
−1463
−1463
−1463

S 0
(cal/mol/K)

Salt corrected S 0 at
0.165 (M) [Mon+ ]

S + lnCT /4)

Tm ( C) = H 0 /S 0 +
lnCT /4 − 27315)

− 426.6
−4182
−4182
−4182
−4182
−4182
−4182
−4182
−4182

− 440.524
−43234
−43234
−43234
−43234
−43234
−43234
−43234
−43234

Not applicable
−43373
−43303
−43263
−43234
−44064
−44755
−45445
−46336

69.39
6415
647
6501
6524
5887
5374
4871
4258

0
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it is possible to pinpoint to the actual low melting patches
alone is submitted. It is to be noted that [Mon+ ] should be
which may serve for the plausible melting nucleation site(s)
between 0.05 and 1.1 (M) (since in this range H 0 does
within a fairly long annotated melting origin.
not require a salt correction3 ) or else the value is forceCommercially available plasmid sequences (Cloning
fully readjusted to the nearest cutoff. The ‘Overlap’ feature
Vectors) with well-characterized origins of replication
is provided in order to average out the discrete Tm data
30
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bility in most cases, ﬂanked by relatively stable stretches
at either end. They were also detected at the ‘global minReferences and Notes
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Fig. 3. Tm plot for pGPS5. The annotated origin of replication was detected (bp position 369–678, central bp position: 524) to map to the global
minima at the suggested 309 bp scan window (plotted in blue) which was found to be split into two highly unstable patches (central bp position: 450,
490) at the smaller 20 bp scan window (plotted in black).
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